Improvement plan for Elliston Area School
2019 to 2021

School name

Elliston Area School

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement

Elliston Area School engages students in open ended
learning opportunities in a safe, supportive and
harassment free environment, based on the core
values of respect, responsibility, honesty, cooperation
and caring.
Powerful learning through high quality teaching.
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals
To increase reading
comprehension skills R - 10

Targets
Two students' per class achievement in Naplan Reading and Pat
R results increase to age appropriate bands or above in 2019
Increase number of students in higher bands by 25% in Naplan and
Pat R through correctly answering higher order questions in 2019

Increase RR in Year 1 and Year 2 by a minimum of 2
levels per term in 2019

Challenge of practice
If teachers strengthen the design of the reading program
through embedded activities that build comprehension
and incorporate strategies around literature and factual
texts in all curriculum areas, students will focus on
reading a text for evidence and have a clear
understanding.

All Year 5, 7 and 9 students will increase by 2 bands in
Naplan Reading by 2020

70% students are in the upper bands in 2021

To improve achievement in
writing R - 10

All Year 3, 5, 7, 9 students achieve a minimum of SEA in
Naplan writing or higher in 2019

25% students achieve 2 bands higher by 2020

If teachers focus on the components of writing,
including audience / purpose, text types / genre,
functional grammar, spelling and hand writing, students
develop the strategies to write effectively.

30% of students achieve in higher bands in 2021
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Improvement plan for Elliston Area School

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice, contact:
Andrew Wells
Review, Improvement and Accountability Manager
Phone: 8226 1576
Andrew.Wells@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Targets
To increase reading comprehension
skills R - 10

Goal 2

2019

Two students' per class achievement in Naplan Reading and Pat R results
increase to age appropriate bands or above in 2019

2020

Increase number of students in higher bands by 25% in Naplan and Pat R
through correctly answering higher order questions in 2019

2021

Increase RR in Year 1 and Year 2 by a minimum of 2 levels per term in 2019

2019

All Year 5, 7 and 9 students will increase by 2 bands in Naplan Reading by
2020

2020

70% students are in the upper bands in 2021

2021
Goal 3

To improve achievement in writing R 10

2019

All Year 3, 5, 7, 9 students achieve a minimum of SEA in Naplan writing or
higher in 2019

2020

25% students achieve 2 bands higher by 2020

2021

30% of students achieve in higher bands in 2021
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

If teachers strengthen the design of the reading program through embedded activities that build comprehension and incorporate
strategies around literature and factual texts in all curriculum areas, students will focus on reading a text for evidence and have a
clear understanding.

Goal 2

Goal 3

If teachers focus on the components of writing, including audience / purpose, text types / genre, functional grammar, spelling and
hand writing, students develop the strategies to write effectively.
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

To increase reading comprehension skills R - 10

If teachers strengthen the design of the reading program through embedded activities that build
comprehension and incorporate strategies around literature and factual texts in all curriculum areas,
students will focus on reading a text for evidence and have a clear understanding.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Principal - Prioritise professional conversations for whole
school approach; Facilitate analysis; Plan PD opportunities staff meetings, release;
Teachers - LDAM - programming and planning, daily focus,
Performance Development Plan
SSOs student support
Parent Caregivers support

Naplan, RR, Pat R
Formative assessments,
Learning Design, AC Literacy Progressions
and Pat R resources
Work Samples

Daily focus of Oral reading practice T1
for fluency
T2
T3
T4

Principal - revisit the Big 6 PD staff meetings to deepen
knowledge and understanding; timetable schedules
Teachers - enthusiastic modelling of texts / class novels;
best practices aligned to teaching and learning for student
engagement
SSOs student support
Parent Caregivers listen to children read at home

Timetable shared, paired, cross age reading practice for
whole school, Reciprocal teaching strategies = common
teacher language
Volunteers
Parent caregivers
Big 6 Best Advice papers to build in depth understanding of
comprehension strategies

Explicit and systemic teaching and T1
modelling comprehenion strategies T2
T3
T4

Principal - Classroom observations including peer
observations; collaborative PD in staff meetings sharing
good practice; support teachers for practices to evolve
Teachers - undertake an audit of knowledge of reading
strategies:
SSOs student support

Running Records each term for R - 3 students,
Reciprocal Teaching - predicting,
connecting,questioning, visualizing and
summarizing; Sheena Cameron, PROBE, Big 6
Best Advice Papers / Guidebooks, AC English and
Literacy Progressions / Literacy Capabilities

Effectively interpret and use 2018
data - RR, Pat R and Naplan

T1
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

To increase reading comprehension skills R - 10
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Shared reading that builds
language / content knowledge in
all curriculum areas

T1
T2
T3
T4

Principal - facilitates professional learning to develop teacher
capacity and confidence - staff meetings, release; Classroom
observations
Teachers - consistent, explicit teaching of effective reading
comprehension strategies; focus on subject specific technical vocab
SSOs student support
SLLIP

Interactive word walls; explicitly teach
strategies - reflect and revisit; focus on
vocabulary to develop understanding;
Sheena Cameron

Monitor student use of the
strategies in reading activities

T1
T2
T3
T4

Principal - support teachers in moderation of student's reading skills
Teachers - modelling; high expectations; engaging learning
activities; LDAM focus on differentiated learning for individuals
based on analysis of formative assessments
SSOs student support - student's strengths and weaknesses are
identified and areas of need are targetted

Subject specific content - Design briefs - or
engaged content - motor bikes; Reciprocal
teaching strategies from 2018 revisited;
Formative assessments guide teaching and
learning cycles

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

small classes, SSO support, TRT release for PD and o

Students are engaged in their reading with deeper understanding of the texts and literature which
supports their learning across all curriculum areas. This is reflected in the data with students achieving
SEA above national benchmark, higher bands and retention in the higher bands. Students use their
reading comprehension strategies in all learning activities.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2
Challenge of practice

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2 continued
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3

To improve achievement in writing R - 10

Challenge of practice

If teachers focus on the components of writing, including audience / purpose, text types / genre, functional
grammar, spelling and hand writing, students develop the strategies to write effectively.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Interpret / analyze 2018 data Naplan including Language
conventions

T1

Principal - Prioritise professional conversations for whole
school approach; Facilitate analysis; Plan PD opportunities staff meetings, release;
Teachers - LDAM - programming and planning, daily focus,
Performance Development Plan
SSOs student support

Formative assessments, Naplan marking
guide, Pat Vocab, EALD Literacy Levels /
Work Samples; Sheena Cameron Writing
approach

Daily writing focus and practice
including use of keyboard to
develop typing skills

T1
T2
T3
T4

Principal - Classroom observations including peer
observations; collaborative PD in staff meetings sharing
good practice; support teachers to change practices
Teachers - undertake an audit of knowledge of genres;
LDAM focus on differentiated learning for individuals
SSOs student support

Writers Notebook, Book making models for
writing, Diaries, Touch typing programmes

Scaffolding different genres in all
curriculum areas - writing for
different purposes and audiences

T1
T2
T3
T4

Principal - facilitates professional learning to develop teacher
capacity and confidence - staff meetings, release; Classroom
observations
Teachers - enquire into effective teaching practices to inform writing
strategies - modelling; high expectations; engaging learning
activities
SSOs student support

Big 6 Vocabulary Best Advice Papers /
Guidebooks, Formative assessment and
targetted feedback, Learning Design, AC
Literacy Progressions and Literacy
Capabilities
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Step 3 continued
Goal 3 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

To improve achievement in writing R - 10
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Explicitly teach genre, grammar
and vocab

T1
T2
T3
T4

Principal - Provide resources - time, release, TRTs,
resources for PD, staff meetings, Classroom observations
Teachers - plan for adjustments to LDAM; daily focus,
personal growth in learning to inform their teaching;
SSOs student support

AC English, Literacy Progressions and
Literacy Capabilities, Explore Bright path
resources, Formative Assessments to guide
teaching and learning cycle

Monitor student use of the
strategies in writing activities

T1
T2
T3
T4

Principal - support teachers in moderation of student's
writing skills - release / staff meetings
Teachers - modelling; high expectations;engaging learning
activities; LDAM; focus on differentiation for individual's
learning needs based on analysis of formative assessments
SSOs student support in class

EALD scales and Naplan writing guidelines;
curriculum specific genre; formative
assessment strategies drive teaching and
learning cycle

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Small Classes and SSO support, TRT release for PD

Consistent practice in using the writing components is evident in teaching and learning. All students will
develop effective writing skills in all curriculum areas and increase achievement in Naplan.
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Chad Fleming and Cynthia O'Neil

Date
Approved by governing council chairperson

Tom Henderson

Date
Approved by education director

Rowena Fox

Date
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